
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
test engineer, mid. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for test engineer, mid

Verify proper execution of software's transmission/reception of messages
from external sources via 1553 bus, a Data Distribution Service (DDS), and
Ethernet
Coordinate the execution of multiple processes on multiple hosts for the
exercising and verification of software tests
Install and configure system software in lab for test verification
Verify hardware configuration and software configuration based upon H/W
and S/W documentation and diagrams
Witness and participate in test events including unit testing, system testing,
and FQT
Must possess the ability to integrate the whole picture including Functional,
Regression, Stress, and Load Testing
Generating engineering instructions for all activities
Develop and maintain an effective technical relationship with Microsoft and
ODM/IHV partners
Collaborate with Dell and Microsoft teams to reproduce and support
Microsoft OS related issues, work closely with Microsoft Developers to
resolve them
Have strong technical understanding of Microsoft Windows OS product and
background in problem solving and analysis with a track record of working
with a large group of partners
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Work with developers to integrate software components into a system to
meet requirements
Experience in working with object oriented programming languages such as
Java and C#
Automation script development experience that includes testing of large,
complex applications that run on a variety of platforms such as
Mainframe/DB2, UNIX, and Web
Familiarity with various types of automation framework implementations
Prior IBM Mainframe and Unisys based applications' test automation
experience
2 years of experience performing as a functional tester


